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"Life is better with you." ~ Michael Franti
 
 

2019 Summer Solstice Gathering 

Love Yourself First with Jodi Opsahl
You are the one that you’ve been waiting for - Hopi Elders
 It is through self-care rituals and practices that I tap into the wellspring of
abundance and LOVE that I AM. Please join me in an offering on Loving
YOUrself 1st Self-care is an inside job… It’s on you, no one else can tend to
your sacred fertile inner and outer landscape. Allow me to guide you to
discover your sacred self care rituals. Then meet yourself there with so
much tenderness LOVE on yourself
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Art & Yoga with Lauren Sanchez
Currently grooving on painting through meditation. I will provide a brief color
history complete with a guide for chakra or emotion association. Then guide
a meditation practice through painting. Supplies will be provided. 

 
 
 

QiGong with Teague Urquhart
In this session Teague will introduce you to the history and theory behind
qigong, guide everyone through a series called The Eight Silken
Movements, and speak about simple techniques to bring qigong into your
everyday life.
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Hatha Yoga with Anton Edwards
Join Anton for a deep practice of Hatha Yoga. This practice  places
emphasis on longer, static holds, which allows increased time to explore the
mindful alignment of mind and body in each posture and to find a deep
connection with your breath and your own beautiful presence.

 
 
 

Elemental Chi Gung with Lucille Rayner
Elemental Chi Kung is an exploration of our internal and external world and
how we move through it. This practice opens joints, eases and moisturizes
the fascial system, opens meridian lines and organ systems as well as taps
us into our deep chi reserves. Resourcing from the depths of our health and
from the beauty around us. Gentle movements that can be adapted to any
body. Meditation in movement. Tuning into dynamic stillness. All are
welcome.

 
 Mindful Hatha and Meditation with Alë Veffer

Come to this class if you want to MOVE. We will move in all sorts of ways,
through backbends, forward folds, arm balances, twists, inversions and
more. This will be a playful and fun exploration of how to create space in
your body and mind in an accessible, yet deep way.

 

Kundalini Yoga with Marie Simpson
Beyond Breath combines the powerful techniques of kundalini yoga,
conscious connected breathing, and gong meditation into one potent and
therapeutic practice. By using breath to regulate the nervous system and
access altered states of consciousness, we can allow emotions, memories,
and sensations to unravel and repattern. This dynamic and unique process
increases resilience, presence, and a sense of connection to self.
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Yoga Nidra with Trista Johnston
Trista is a lover of all things yoga, connection, health & spirituality. She has
been teaching yoga since 2012 with the intention for students to have a
deeper experience of themselves. She is thrilled to be offering the practice
of Yoga Nidra. She will be also offering a Tea Ceremony with Lauren.

Crystal Bowl Sound Bath with Alison DuRussel
Join Alison DuRussel for some vibrational medicine…. 
Take the time to breathe, to relax and to journey inward. The quartz crystal
singing bowls that will be played are tuned to the seven main energy
centres. The tones and vibrations of the bowls allow for deep shifts and
openings to be received through the energetic body. Explore the gifts you
receive from being embraced in a sacred space of relaxation. 
 

Poetry and Movement with Lauren Tallarita
Poetry is a bridge between worlds, linking the cognitive and emotional parts of
our brains, giving language to the undefinable, and offering explicit expression to
raw experience. Join Lauren for a discussion on the resonance of words and how
poetry - reading, writing, listening and sharing - has the capacity to enrich your
mindful and expressive practices. The discussion will be followed by a short
asana practice accompanied by spoken word poetry.
 

River Ceremony with Cesar Balestrini
This is a ceremony for new beginnings, letting go or just offering to mother
earth. Bring your intention and an offering, a sacred object, a rock or a piece
of wood that will be the symbol and we'll release it in the river in a beautiful
way praying to Great Spirit and the four elements.
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Intro to Tantra with Alice Hong and Sebastien
This workshop introduces simple, yet profound tools of Tantra which connect hearts and invite us to
have a direct experience of ourselves. Explore heart-centered connection with others that go
beyond labels and constructs in the ways we present ourselves to the world. Enjoy an afternoon
which opens gateways for connection to be experienced between humans, whether you have an
existing relationship or have just met at the workshop.
 
What to expect:
 
Introduction to what Tantric philosophy is (and what it is not).
Connection practices that bring you into the present moment with a partner. These include:
 

Embodiment & movement: an exploration of simple and playful ways bodies communicate
Presence: eye gazing, deep listening, witnessing each other
Healing: activate the healing potential of your hands through healing touch
Dyads: contemplation and communication
Breath: deepening presence and heart connection by using breath to calm the nervous system 
Playfulness: joyful exercises that awaken your innate sense of joy and childlike curiosity

 
*Although some paths of tantra explore the use of sexual energy, this workshop explores non-
sexual practices
 
~ CONSENT ~
Consent is woven into the framework of the workshop and you are always invited to say yes or no to
any of the exercises. You always have the freedom to choose what you want to explore and what
you don’t. You are a sovereign being, and in this workshop, your “no” is just as welcome as your
“yes”. Your presence is your participation.
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Master Class with Lauren Hutchings
This movement practice will be themed around leaning into the pauses
between the breaths, the spaces between our shapes and the edges of our
stories. Perhaps then we can truly notice the beautiful mosaic of all of our
parts and the battles we have won. We can then move from this sense of
intellectualized knowing of a certain truth to an embodied sense of eternal 
compassionate curiosity.
 

Ashtanga Yoga with Dana Blonde
Join Dana for an introduction to the meditative and dynamic practice of
Ashtanga Yoga, linking breath to movement. Dana owns the Yoga Shala in
NW Calgary and has been studying and teaching Ashtanga Yoga for ~ 20
years. She teaches with humour and humility and endeavours to make the
practice accessible to all.
 
 
Tai Chi with David Stark
Tai Chi is a soft style art, uses no force, requires slow even movements, and
all movements contain circles.Tai Chi helps rebuild the spirit and body and
is a form of moving meditation.Tai chi helps bring peace of mind, calm
breathing, lowering heart rate and enabling relaxation. As a way of
exercising, it can be done as long as one lives.Tai Chi reinforces the notion,
also found in yoga, that we can only be in the present moment. This class is
suitable for all skill levels.
 

Shanti Heart with Catherine Nelson-Reid
Explore and connect with your wisdom keeper - through the eyes of your
heart - the guide to it all. We will explore the mighty heart from the
perspective of the chakras and koshas (energy sheaths). Your Saturday
morning will be sacred and rich with practices of Meditation, Pranayama
Restorative, Hatha Asana, and Yoga Nidra. Listening to the wise whispers of
your heart allow the magic of Shanti to fill you up.
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Claim Your Voice Workshop with Amy Thiessen
Our Voice is an instrument of our being. In clarity and conviction the voice is
a mechanism of manifestation and transformation. Yet, often, inner
dialogues may be confusing; we feel we have no voice in certain situations,
feel unclear about our truths/desires/opinions, or are ill equipped to
communicate our truths in a sincere and empowered way. This workshop
will offer an introduction on how to "Claim your Voice", connect with your
truth and articulate your self and your should more effectively.

Satsang with Patrick Arnell
Patrick, gracious host of Wolf Willow and  visionary founder of our beloved
Sheep Creek Yoga Collective will lead us in a satsang on living well and with
purpose in the human incarnation by sharing insights and wisdom gathered
from his own lived experience. He will offer us words of inspiration,
guidance, and right action recognised as inner attitudes, behaviors, and self
realisations that can  lead us to a life well lived in order to embody our spirit
fully in the human realm and live a life of peace and possibility.  He is a sage
for the 'how to's' of the human life and grounds heaven on earth.
 
 

Awake in - Channel Up with Jilaine Beddoe
A movement based class with the structure of a vinyasa yoga practice. We
will loop together non-traditional yoga postures and sequences to take note
from the body to inform the mind. This class has been thought through to
allow you access into your heart, to help you connect with yourself, and
simply to get your heart pumping and beating in tune with your highest self.
This class is open to all levels.
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Drum Circle with Circles of Rhythm
“Its not what we do at the drum circle that will change the world, it’s how the
world will change when we live our lives as we do in a drum circle.”  Circles
of Rhythm will be joining us for the Saturday night session.  Get ready for
some vibrant sounds and rhythms to shake your soul!

Meditation with Tanis Fishman
Tanis is a modern day mystic and explorer of consciousness. Her
fascination with the multidimensionality of human nature keeps her in
dedicated study of the wisdom teachings and a committed practice of
meditation. 

"This Ease" with Ayla from tridoshaYogaYYC
From the teachings of dis-ease to this-ease, sit with Ayla for a guided
meditation and discussion on creating space for compassion + love when
moving through loss, grief, discomfort, and uncertainty.
 
 

Belief Re-Patterning with Kathryn Babowal and Team
Belief Re-patterning practitioner will support you to chat with your inner critic
voice and help you shift your perception from a draining place to one that
raises your vibe. Mandatory attendance to the Saturday morning workshop
required.
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Reiki with Clara Kim
Reiki is a Japanese stress reduction technique that promotes the body’s
relaxation response and natural healing ability. Reiki dissolves the illusions
of fear and empowers your soul to reveal your loving and authentic truth.
Filling your entire being with love and peace so that you may overcome all
obstacles. Rei (divine wisdom) Ki (universal life force)
 

The Nature of You with Jeremy Demytruk
This is a kundalini yoga and meditation practice to amplify consciousness
and remove lower vibrational energies from the physical and mental bodies
of the practitioner.
 

Reiki with Kim Fiesta
Kim is a certified yoga instructor and reiki master practitioner. Reiki can help
you find your life purpose, adopt a healthier lifestyle, heal emotional wounds
and help alleviate physical pain. As the energy gently raises your vibration
over time, it can deepen your spiritual life and become a source of
inspiration.
 

Walking Meditation with Simon Calnan - of “So Grateful”
A beautiful meditation walk in nature where you will be offered the
opportunity to become aware of and or experience a state of balance and
“being" in nature while noticing and embracing the perception of separation
and the oneness of the moment. The walk will be concluded with a short
story and a still meditation with the focus on the feeling of love”
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Spring Forest QiGong with Tania Kelba
A simple definition of Qigong is using life force energy to help create a
healthy mind, body, and spirit. During this practice class, discover gentle
Spring Forest Qigong exercises, breathing techniques, and meditations to
cultivate our “vital energy” as it flows through the meridians or “energy
channels” in the body.

Medicine Buddha Practice with Dr Rachel Fresco
Rachel Fresco, L. Ac., Ph. D. is a doctor of Traditional Chinese Medicine,
and the Founder and CEO of Bio-Botanical Research. In this session she
will share the Medicine Buddha practice and guide us in a meditation and
visualization for our own healing, as well as for the benefit of others.
 

Sound Magic with Wesley Jobe
Sound has a powerful effect on us, and the environment around us. In the
ancient science of Yoga, sound has always been understood to have a
potent and important role in shaping and shifting our lives. Wesley Jobe will
be creating some vibey sounds in the sound tent as guests arrive at
Sheep Creek.
 

Sound Magic with Gareth Philips 
Gareth Phillips of Crystal Vibes bring his sound magic to soothe
and inspire a sense of freedom and connection to a deeper layer
of vibration. Playing throughout the weekend in the sound tent
and the woods.
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Blindfold Yoga with Nikita
Without sight, we plunge into the darkness navigating our body through all
the other senses. Blindfolded during this practice illumines the fact that we
are conscious expressions of matter, composed of light and dark.
Experiencing the quiet realms of our shadow self, while leaning in to the
vulnerability of mystery. By dimming the lights of the Ego, and experiencing
our innate darkness, the “not seen” but the “felt” feminine water/moon/earth
energies harmonize in this active yang flow.

Women's Circle with Brittany Carson of Mama Bear Yoga YYC
A Women’s Circle is a safe and sacred space for women to come together,
use their voices, be heard and be seen. Women throughout history have
gathered in circles to empower each other and share wisdom. This hour is
dedicated to women travelling through; fertility, pregnancy & postpartum and
will include: discussion, sharing, breath work, yoga and meditation. You will
leave feeling rooted & in-touch with your scared female self.

Tea Ceremony with Lauren Demytruk
Tea meditation is a beautiful, nourishing and grounding practice that helps
cultivate gratitude and presence. When we sit with Her, (Tea), we are
reminded of the beauty and uniqueness of the present moment. Tea is a
bridge that helps us access the meditative mind.

Kids Yoga with Mike Enman
The first of a two-part class will review and introduce basic breath and
movement techniques designed to spark participants’ imaginations. During
the second part, students will work together with Mike to create an
imaginative story sequence building upon the previous day’s lesson.
 


